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Our Food & Drink Vision
“The Forth Valley and Lomond region is alive with local food. The region has a vibrant, thriving, and
resilient local food and drink economy – one in which food producers, processors, and providers are
enabled to contribute to a better food system for all.
The region is an excellent place to grow and develop food enterprises – where the diverse careers in
food and drink are viable and valued, innovative and inspired, sustainable and social. The varied food
offering has been crafted by our regions’ landscape and local food producers, processors and
providers – who take pride in food that nurtures both people and place.”
The region has a distinct and flourishing food culture – with the many ways to experience, explore,
and celebrate good food acting as a central draw for tourism, and a key contributor to well-being for
residents. Visitors and residents enjoy an abundance of good food from across the region – food that
is accessible, responsible, and delicious.”

Overview
Why Alive with Local Food?
The Forth Valley and Lomond area - comprised of Stirlingshire, Clackmannanshire and West
Dunbartonshire – has a wealth to offer in terms of food and drink. Although our region has a strong
base of food producers, products, and experiences there is a real desire, and opportunity, to develop
the local food economy further. This development comes up against a myriad of challenges –
farming in a changing climate, distribution across a rural area, recruiting and retaining staff, finding
routes to market, and keeping up with shifting demand.
From the supply side, there are barriers to growth across the production, processing and provision of
local food – from access to land, resources, and information - to a need for more skills, capacity, and
collaboration. From a demand perspective, there are difficulties around the accessibility and
awareness of local food – with a desire from individuals for more convenient and regular places to
purchase local food, cafes and restaurants seeking easier ways to source locally, and better provision
of locally produced products at events or in schools. As the demand for local food from our region
grows, the routes to market and support networks have to be in place to enable more food
enterprises to thrive.
Alongside great potential for the future of food and drink in our region, there are also major social
and environmental challenges surrounding food production, distribution, accessibility, and waste
that must inform any action going forward. Locally produced and nutritious food is inaccessible for
many, there is a lack of food knowledge and skills, and an increasingly unhealthy food landscape
with which to contend. Our food systems are also becoming more environmentally unsustainable
and insecure – with a lack of adaptability and resilience throughout the production, processing and
provision of food in our region.
Although, by focusing on strengthening the local food economy - in thoughtful, comprehensive, and
inclusive ways – we can positively contribute to wider economic, social, and sustainability ambitions.
This will require commitment, collaboration, and courage from all of us. Alive with Local Food, and
the Opportunities outlined below, give us direction of where to start and what to prioritise on this
path to a stronger and more resilient local food economy.
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Our Approach – Alive with Local Food
Alive with Local Food is a snapshot of our food and drink sector in the region from a strategic
perspective – of where we are, where we want to go, and steps of how to get there. Created by the
Local Food & Drink Coordinator, in partnership with Forth Valley and Lomond LEADER, Stirling
Council, and others, the Strategy has been informed through a variety of ways. This includes review,
research, and direct engagement across different scales – such as speaking to local businesses,
reviewing national policies, and learning from international projects.
The Local Food and Drink Coordinator role, and Alive with Local Food, has been led and supported by
a steering group made up of representatives from the Forth Valley and Lomond LEADER Local Action
Group. These representatives include Forth Valley and Lomond LEADER, Stirling Council,
Clackmannanshire Council, West Dunbartonshire Council, Forth Environment Link, Visit Scotland,
Scottish Enterprise, Loch Lomond and the Trossachs National Park, and Clackmannanshire Third
Sector Interface.
Alive with Local Food recognises that developing a thriving and resilient local food economy is
complex - with economic, social, and environmental spheres intertwined and interconnected. From
this understanding, we’ve taken a systemic approach to the Strategy – meaning that we support
opportunities to grow the local food sector that also deliver on social or sustainability outcomes.
Alive with Local Food is meant as a strategic road map for those who want to support a more vibrant
and resilient local food economy. The objectives and actions within are relevant to a variety of
stakeholders - from businesses and public bodies, to third sector organisations and communities.

Opportunities
Alive with Local Food identifies four major themes, or ‘Opportunities’, to realise our vision for food
and drink – with clear objectives and actions associated with each. Through these, we aim to build
on the strengths of our region while overcoming local challenges – informed by good practice that
has proved successful elsewhere.
The Opportunities and objectives within Alive with Local Food will guide activity in the coming
months and years to strengthen the local food and drink economy throughout the region. As a
partnership document, the objectives and actions within will be delivered in partnership with public
bodies, the third sector, agencies, businesses, and individuals. The Local Food and Drink Coordinator
for the region will help facilitate this partnership process – as well as delivering key objectives and
actions.
More details of the Strategy background, process, actions, and implementation can be found in the
full version of Alive with Local Food – available from the Forth Valley & Lomond LEADER website
(www.fvl.org.uk).
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Opportunity 1: A Vibrant Local Food Economy
A vibrant local food economy is diverse
and achieving, enviable in its viability,
and creative in its collaboration. We
want to strengthen the vibrancy of our
local food economy - by increasing the
number, strength, and success of local
food producers, processors, and
providers – ensuring their products get
to market locally and further afield.
To do this, we will explore, enable, and
encourage collaborative ways of working
– between businesses, organisations and
communities - to increase efficiency and
effectiveness across the food and drink
sector. We will develop the resources,
skills, and networks to support an
achieving local food economy – where
more food and drink enterprises startup, scale-up, and grow. We will enable more local food on local plates through supporting a variety
of routes to market – to increase transparency and traceability within the supply chain, reinvest
money locally, and reduce food miles.
Objective 1.1 Increasing Collaboration
Explore, enable, and encourage collaborative ways of working – between businesses, organisations
and communities - to increase efficiency and effectiveness across the food and drink sector.
Objective 1.2 A Diverse Local Food Economy
To ensure a diverse and resilient local food economy throughout the region, we will encourage and
support food enterprise that addresses gaps in our local food economy. Initially, our priority areas
include enabling new entrants to farming, increasing fruit and vegetable production, supporting
direct routes to market, and increasing amount of locally produced food within value-added
products.
Objective 1.3 Supporting start-up, scale-up, and growth
Develop and grow the local food economy across our region – by increasing the number, strength,
and success of food producers, processors, and providers. Support food and drink enterprise to
start-up, scale-up, and grow - through identifying barriers to growth for every scale and working with
partners to address those barriers.
Objective 1.4 Local Food on Local Plates
Enable more avenues for local food on local plates through supporting a variety of routes to market
and retail opportunities. This includes supporting new routes to market for small scale producers,
strengthening the existing routes to market to ensure local producer access, and enabling business
to business local food transactions.
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Opportunity 2: Investing in People
Passionate, skilled, and well-supported
people – who have access to thoughtful
and appropriate resources – are at the
heart of a thriving local food economy.
We want to ensure that the regional
food and drink sector is a prosperous
and attractive career option, and that
opportunities for this are visible and well
supported. For this to happen, we need
to enable the ambition, skills, and
opportunities for all people to prosper
through a strong local food economy.
We will do this through supporting skills
development for food enterprises,
enabling initiatives that positively
change the perception of food work, and
ensuring pathways to food careers are
modern and relevant. We will also focus
on an inclusive growth approach – encouraging the further development of a local food economy
that enables social, health, and well-being outcomes for all.
Objective 2.1. Investing in Skills
Ensure that bespoke food-enterprise specific skills resources exist, are well signposted, and
accessible for aspiring food businesses and start-ups.
Objective 2.2. Enable Pathways to Careers in Food
We will work to ensure that the regional food and drink sector is a prosperous and attractive career
option – through supporting initiatives that positively change the perception of food work,
strengthen various pathways to food jobs, and support development of viable and rewarding food
careers.
Objective 2.3 Growing the Social Food Economy
We will support inclusive growth in our local food economy by enabling the ‘social food economy’ in
our region. These are food and drink enterprises with explicit social aims and outcomes alongside
economic ones, such as social enterprises and Community Interest Companies.
Objective 2.4 Invest in Health and Well-being
Encourage and support opportunities within the local food economy that align with national and
local health and well-being objectives. We will do this by working with food businesses and retailers
to increase the availability and prominence of fruit and vegetables throughout the region – ensuring
more accessibility for consumers, and more routes to market for local fruit and veg producers. Also,
by supporting food and drink enterprises to be proactive in relation to healthy food – to develop
new healthy products, or reformulate existing products – in order to adapt to trends or comply with
nutrition requirements.
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Opportunity 3: Shaping a Resilient Future
A resilient local food economy means
that the businesses, people, landscapes,
and structures involved with our food
are able to adapt amongst uncertainty
and change. Encouraging innovation –
through peer-learning, experimentation,
and partnership – can help shape a
resilient sector food and drink sector
that is responsible, sustainable, and
thriving.
We will support food enterprises to
become more resilient and innovative at
all levels - through increasing
efficiencies, embedding climate-friendly
practices, and facilitating knowledge
sharing. We will become a ‘Good Food
City and Region’ by implementing the
Sustainable Food Cities framework in
partnership with others.

Objective 3.1 Strengthening Resilience
We support actions which will enable our local food and drink businesses to make their operations
more circular and resilient at all levels - through reducing waste, increasing efficiencies, and
supporting knowledge transfer of successful models, practices, and tools. This will ensure a local
food and drink economy that is adaptable to a changing future, is rooted in sustainability and
resilience, and is informed about an ever-shifting food landscape.
Objective 3.2 Becoming a Good Food City & Region
Support and achieve the aim of Stirling becoming a ‘Good Food City and region,’ within the context
and interests of the local food economy. Specifically develop this ambition through implementing
the Sustainable Food Cities framework in the region - a comprehensive way of realising positive food
system change across six key issues - using a cross-sector and partnership approach. As part of this
framework, work to support opportunities for our local food and drink businesses to access routes to
public procurement.
Objective 3.3 Encourage Innovation
Encourage and enable a culture of innovation throughout all aspect of the local food and drink
economy in our region. We will do this by hosting examples of innovation within food enterprise,
and exploring the development of appropriate technologies for the food sector.
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Opportunity 4: Showcasing & Celebrating
A strong and distinct local food culture –
one that reflects the diversity of our
region, the rich provenance of our food,
and the quality of our natural larder – is
key to a thriving local food economy. We
want to ensure that there are ample
opportunities across our area to
celebrate local flavours - with many
ways to experience, explore, and taste
our regional food.
We will do this by strengthening our
food tourism offering and regional food
culture - aiming to make the region a
destination for food and drink. We will
support more authentic food and drink
experiences and events – connecting
visitors and residents to our regional
food products, producers, and
landscapes in engaging and inventive ways. We will also ensure that our local food businesses are
showcased, represented, and well connected – making it easier for them to access resources and
information, collaborate together, and collectively tell their stories to many audiences.
Objective 4.1 Regional Food Culture
Deepen our regional food culture and identity - through showcasing the quality of our food and drink
offering, ensuring more opportunities to taste our regional food and drink, and enable rich
storytelling of our local food provenance.
Objective 4.2 Authentic Events & Experiences
Deliver a variety of authentic food events and experiences throughout the region which serve to
strengthen our food culture and local food economy. Initially, these will focus on showcasing
producers, the rural area, seasonality, and foraging.
Objective 4.3 Signposting & representation
Strengthen the local food and drink sector through signposting to, representation of, and responding
to, our local food businesses. Ensure the interests of food and drink enterprises are represented
when opportunities for collaboration and partnership working arise within and outside of the food
and drink sector.
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